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Always Room for One More

	

3
No one is pleased when emergency measures are necessary to house a mushrooming
enrolment-not the students and certainly not Housing Director Jodie
Smith, who is making progress with his long-range plan for orderly housing expansion .

Explorers in White Coats

	

7
Dr . Jay T. Shurley is an explorer. He and his associates at the Behavioral Science
Laboratory are blazing trails in an area which can't be found on maps or
navigational charts . Their pathfinding occurs in the unknown reaches of the human mind .

The World Is Their Classroom
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Annually, more than a score of O.U . faculty members get away from it all-for a
couple of semesters . Leaves are given a qualified number who use the time away from the
classroom to travel, study, conduct research, teach elsewhere and to grow professionally .

New Sound Without Fury
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The University's clear-cliannel station, WNAD, is out to prove
that radio can be educational, commercial and entertaining and still cling to
the principles of good programming for the adult listener.
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the cover
The voice of Gene Dillehay is familiar to radio listeners
throughout Oklahoma . But the talents of WNAD's new manager
are not limited to the air waves, as the self-portrait
on the cover clearly illustrates . For Dillehay sketches of
other O.U . broadcasters, see New Sound Without Fury, page 12 .
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